HISTORY 10W: Visualizing Evidence

Course Schedule

January 9
Introduction
Erik Steiner, Spatial History Project + CESTA
Zephyr Frank, History + CESTA

January 16
Design Thinking
Enrique Allen, dSchool + Designer Fund
Nate Whitson, former Creative Director, visual.ly

January 23
Exploratory Analysis with Tableau
Ryan Heuser, Literary Lab + CESTA

January 30
Google Refine and Fusion Tables
Patricia Carbajales, Stanford Geospatial Center

February 6
Cartography and Symbolization
Erik Steiner, Spatial History Project + CESTA

February 13
Visualizing Uncertainty
Nicole Coleman, Humanities + Design, CESTA

February 20
Network Analysis with Gephi
Elijah Meeks, Digital Humanities Specialist

February 27
Distant Reading + Text Mining
Cameron Blevins, History

March 6
Visualizing Social History
Zephyr Frank, History

March 13
TBD